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At the ripe age of 18 Claire decided that career behind 
the decks is the one for her. Since then she’s never looked 
back.

7 years on she now has performed at over 800 gigs! Claire’s cheeky, easy 
going yet professional attitude see’s that she’s one of Australia’s favourite 
party DJs. Touring nationally and Internationally Claire is in constant high 
demand in the party scene. Whether it’s playing next to artists such as 
Fall Out Boy, Jess Mauboy, Justice Crew, Havana Brown, Ruby Rose or Guy 
Sebastian or setting the vibe in exotic locations such as Fiji, Singapore or the 
Whitsundays Claire’s fun loving attitude means she’s always up for the job! 

She’s also been given the nickname of “Queen of the corporates” playing for 
company’s such as Channel 7, 9 10, AFL, Spring Racing, Grand Prix, Fox FM, 
and Fashion Aid to name a few. Claire’s glamorous, fun and energetic nature 
ensures that the party is always pumping when she’s in control!
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This Mauritian-born Australian has earned his stripes as a DJ over 
the past 10 years in the dance music industry and is now recognised 
as one of the most exciting new production talents to come out of 
the great southern land.

His sound can be described as a perfect balance between techno and the soul of house 
and he is without a doubt one of the most versatile and captivating DJs on the scene right 
now. His enthusiasm and energy both on and off the stage has seen him perform at an 
impressive array of events including the internationally acclaimed Revolver club, Thick 
as Thieves events and the notorious Rainbow Serpent, Future Music Festival & Earthcore 
Festivals. Fast becoming a household name in the Australian club scene and boasting 
more releases scheduled for 2015


